
At 2:40 p.m., Er. BRANNIGAII of the Bureau was tele-
ghonically contacted and informed that the above mentioned docu-
ment and LOX would be in possession of Captain WRIST°, of 
astern Airlines Flight 304, which flight leaves New Orleans 
at 4145 p.m., CST, and is scheduled to arrive at Dulles Airport, Washington D. C., at 11:06 p.m., *astern Daylight Tics. me. A.  BRANNIGAN stated be would arrange to OAVO agents from the 	. 
110 pick up the above mentionod document. 	 `.„ '1  

Subsequent to the above call, SA QUIGLEY was famished the completed communication and instructions as to how to 
prepare appropriate envelopes. QUIGLEY was advised to sake 
whatever arrangsmeats aocossary to tsra the document ever to Captain 1M1412016 
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,SUBJECT: 

SAC (100-16801) 

SAC S. 0. MAME 

DATE:  9/10/64 

 

LEX HARVEY OSWALD, aka. 
IS--R-CUBA 

 

On 0/10/64, at 11:19 a.m., Supervisor W. A. BRANNIOAS of the Bureau, called. He referred to Bureau airtel 9/8/64, 
requesting contact with Lt. FRANCIS L. MARTELLO, le' Orleans 
ED, for the purpose of obtaining the original draft prepared 
by MARTELLO describing items in OSWALD's possession at time 
of arrest. BRANNIGAN stated the President's Cbanission bad 	• 
requested immediate advice as to whether MARTELLO has the docu-
ment in question and if be still has possession of same, when 
vill it be available to the Commission. BRANNIGAN requested I 
call his back in response to this matter. 

At approximately 11:35 a.m., Mr. BRANNIGAN of the 
Bureau was contacted and informed that the document la question 
had been obtained, and that a LOX was currently being prepared. 
MEXICAN suggested that the LEM and exhibit is question, be 
placed on • plane for Washington at the earliest possible time 
and that when the plane's time of arrival was determined, that 
BAANNIGAN should be contacted. 
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